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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Diffuse glioneuronal tumor with oligodendroglioma-like features and nuclear clusters (DGONC) is a
new, molecularly defined glioneuronal CNS tumor type. The objective of the present study was to describe MR imaging and clinical
characteristics of patients with DGONC.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Preoperative MR images of 9 patients with DGONC (median age at diagnosis, 9.9 years; range, 4.2–21.8
years) were reviewed.

RESULTS: All tumors were located superficially in the frontal/temporal lobes and sharply delineated, displaying little mass effect.
Near the circle of Willis, the tumors encompassed the arteries. All except one demonstrated characteristics of low-to-intermediate
aggressiveness with high-to-intermediate T2WI and ADC signals and bone remodeling. Most tumors (n ¼ 7) showed a homogene-
ous ground-glass aspect on T2-weighted and FLAIR images. On the basis of the original histopathologic diagnosis, 6 patients
received postsurgical chemo-/radiotherapy, 2 were irradiated after surgery, and 1 patient underwent tumor resection only. At a me-
dian follow-up of 61 months (range, 10–154 months), 6 patients were alive in a first complete remission and 2 with stable disease 10
and 21 months after diagnosis. The only patient with progressive disease was lost to follow-up. Five-year overall and event-free sur-
vival was 100% and 86613%, respectively.

CONCLUSIONS: This case series presents radiomorphologic characteristics highly predictive of DGONC that contrast with the typi-
cal aspects of the original histopathologic diagnoses. This presentation underlines the definition of DGONC as a separate entity,
from a clinical perspective. Complete resection may be favorable for long-term disease control in patients with DGONC. The effi-
cacy of nonsurgical treatment modalities should be evaluated in larger series.

ABBREVIATIONS: DNET ¼ dysembryoplastic neuroepithelial tumor; HIT ¼ Brain Tumor Network; DGONC ¼ diffuse glioneuronal tumor with oligodendro-
glioma-like features and nuclear clusters; PNET ¼ primitive neuroectodermal tumor

For decades, the pathologic diagnosis and classification of
tumors of the CNS have been almost exclusively based on his-

tomorphologic features.1 Recently, molecular profiling has revo-
lutionized our understanding of CNS tumors, leading to the

definition of new entities and improved risk stratification.2-5

Further effort has been made to correlate newly defined molecu-
lar subgroups with clinical features and neuroradiologic find-
ings.6-13
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Since the late 1980s, the Brain Tumor Network (HIT) of the
Society of Pediatric Oncology and Hematology (GPOH, Gesellschaft
für Pädiatrische Onkologie und Hämatologie) in Germany, Austria
and Switzerland has run a series of disease-specific treatment opti-
mization and observational studies for children with CNS tumors.

These studies have allowed exploring novel therapeutic
options and provide standardized treatment recommendations as
well as a system of high-quality reference diagnostics and expert
counseling for diagnostics and therapy. Along with neuropatho-
logic reference diagnostics, the central neuroradiologic review
at the Neuroradiological Reference Center of the HIT group
(Department of Diagnostic and Interventional Neuroradiology,
University Hospital, Augsburg, Germany) has become a manda-
tory practice for all recruited patients. The MR imaging series of
the HIT studies have been archived on the Medical Data and
Picture Exchange server by the Medical Informatics Group at the
University Hospital, Frankfurt, Germany, which enables their
rapid access for re-review to address scientific questions. Thus,
the objective of performing the present case series was to describe
MR imaging and corresponding clinical characteristics of diffuse
glioneuronal tumors with oligodendroglioma-like features and
nuclear clusters (DGONC), a molecularly defined glioneuronal
CNS tumor class that has been described recently and has been
included as a provisional tumor type in the 2021 World Health
Organization Classification of CNS Tumors.5,14,15

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The (retrospective) neuropathologic diagnosis of DGONC was ini-
tially made according to the DNA methylation profile and other
criteria (nuclear clusters of small-to-medium-sized cells with oligo-
dendroglioma-like morphology, OLIG2 and synaptophysin expres-
sion, and the absence of widespread glial fibrillary acidic protein
expression, monosomy 14) as previously described.5,14 MR images
of 9 patients were then retrospectively re-evaluated by an experi-
enced neuroradiologist (B.B.). MR imaging series from 8 patients
had been sent for central neuroradiologic review at the time of di-
agnosis, allowing their inclusion in the respective treatment opti-
mization study or registry. In the ninth patient, the MR imaging
was provided by colleagues from the Princess Máxima Center for
Pediatric Oncology, Utrecht, Netherlands. In all cases, MR images
were obtained at the initial diagnosis.

MR imaging data were generated at local centers with MR imag-
ing scanners from different manufacturers at 1.5T or 3T field
strength. In all patients, basic MR imaging data sets of the brain
included T2WI, FLAIR, or proton density sequences; T1WI without

and with contrast enhancement; as well as DWI with ADC. In 6
patients, additional MRIs of the spine, including T1WI with contrast
enhancement of the entire dural sac, were available.

The evaluation was performed according to standardized MR
imaging criteria adapted from the routine image evaluation at the
Neuroradiological Reference Center, including localization, size
(calculated as an approximation of the ellipsoid formula and using
the maximum diameters in the 3 standard planes [axial � coronal
� sagittal � 0.5 cm3]), contour, peritumoral edema, mass effect,
and contrast enhancement estimated as part of the tumor volume.
The intensity of the contrast enhancement was compared with the
choroid plexus and quantified in 3 subjective steps of intensity.
Clinical characteristics and treatment-related and outcome parame-
ters were retrieved from the respective study centers and retrospec-
tively analyzed without direct personal identification. All patients
had received treatment according to their respective original diag-
nosis before the diagnosis of DGONC was established. Survival
curves were calculated with the Kaplan-Meier method using the
SPSS Statistics 26 software package (IBM). Informed consent was
obtained from the patients or their legal representatives at the time
of study inclusion. The present study was approved by the institu-
tional review board of the Ludwig-Maximilians University of
Munich, Germany (Publication No. 21–0493). Data were updated
as of October 31, 2020.

RESULTS
Imaging Characteristics
Representative MR imaging slices at diagnosis are shown in the
Figure (patients 1—9 [P1–P9]). Major MR imaging characteris-
tics are summarized in the Online Supplemental Data. All tumors
were localized in the supratentorial region in the frontal or tem-
poral lobes; in 2 cases, the tumor crossed the midline and
extended into both frontal lobes (patients 1 and 5). In another
patient (patient 2), both the frontal and temporal lobes of the
right hemisphere were involved. Eight tumors were located at the
basal part of the brain with 4 oriented directly toward the fronto-
base, with a temporomesial manifestation in 3 cases. Only 1 tu-
mor was located along the convexity (patient 8). Tumors formed
a broad basis of the surface of the lobe, involving the cortex and
medullary WM in all cases. Displacement of the basal ganglia was
common, without definite signs of infiltration of the deep GM.
The median initial tumor volume was 35.83mL (range, 2.28–
80.14 mL). Tumors in the temporomesial region and along the
convexity were smaller (2.28, 4.86, 10.05, and 5.82mL) than the
remaining tumors.

All tumors were clearly demarcated and sharply contoured,
masking the underlying tissue, and had a relatively low mass effect
in comparison with their size. This observation was more pro-
nounced in larger tumors (eg, Figure, P1AB, P2AB, P5AB). Edema
was absent in 6 and was small (up to 0.7 cm, measured perpendicu-
lar to the tumor) in 2 patients (Figure, P4AB, P8AB). A marked
edema of 2 cm was found in only 1 patient (Figure, P3A, short
gray/white arrows). Of note, imaging characteristics in this patient
differed from those of the other patients in several respects.
Contrast enhancement was detectable in only 3 patients (patients
3, 8, and 9), all with an intermediate intensity (Figure, P3C, P8C,
P9C, Online Supplemental Data); in 2 of these patients, almost the
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FIGURE. Representative MR imaging slices of all 9 patients (P1–P9). Columns: A, Axial T2WI in all MRIs; B, Coronal T2WI (P1, P2, P5) and coronal
FLAIR (P3, P4, P6, P7, P8, P9); C, Contrast-enhanced T1WI, sagittal (P1, P2, P5), axial (P3, P6, P8, P9), or coronal (P4, P7); D, axial DWI/ADC in all MRIs.
Long gray arrows, centrally decreased T2 signal suggestive of diffuse calcification (P1A, P2A); black arrows, tumor encompassing the circle of
Willis and adjacent arteries without compression (P1AB, P2B, P5B, P9B); short gray/white arrows, marked edema (P3A); short white arrows, band-
like pattern with intermediate signal on T2WI (P3A, P8A); short gray/black arrows, inhomogeneous band-like CE of the solid tumor part (P3C,
P8C); white asterisk, restricted diffusion (P4D); white arrow, patchy pattern of CE affecting,25% of the tumor volume (P9C).
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FIGURE. Continued
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complete solid part showed an inhomogeneous bandlike enhance-
ment (Figure, P3C and P8C, short gray/black arrows); and in 1
case, the contrast enhancement displayed a patchy pattern that
affected ,25% of the tumor volume (Figure, P9C, white arrow).
The tumor structure was predominantly homogeneous in 7 cases,
with a high signal on T2WI in 5 cases (Figure, P1AB, P4AB, P5AB,
P7A, P9A) and an intermediate-to-high T2WI signal in 2 cases
(Figure, P2AB, P8AB). As a characteristic pattern, we called this
homogeneous and sharply contoured aspect “ground-glass-like.”
In the 2 largest of these structures, the T2 signal was centrally
decreased, which was suggestive of diffuse calcification (Figure,
P1A, P2A, long gray arrows).

In 2 patients, a bandlike pattern with an intermediate signal
on T2WI corresponding to the contrast enhancement was noted
(patients 3 and 8; Figure, P3A, P8A, short white arrows). In all
except 1 patient, diffusion signals were inhomogeneous, equaling
the adjacent brain. Only the patient who had experienced pro-
gressive disease before the initiation of treatment had restricted
diffusion (patient 4; Figure, P4D, white asterisk). Bone remodel-
ing was present in all cases in which the bone was immediately
adjacent to the tumor. Small, not clearly definable defects (either
small necroses or cysts or prominent Virchow-Robin spaces) were
detected in 8 cases. No relevant necroses or cysts exceeding 10% of
tumor volume were found. In the 4 patients with larger frontal or
frontotemporal tumors (35.83, 44.46, 64.45, and 80.14mL), the
circle of Willis and adjacent arteries were surrounded by the tumor
without any signs of compression visible on the basic MR imaging
(Figure, P1B, P2B, P5B, P9B, black arrows). Although blood-sensi-
tive sequences were not available, large areas of hemorrhage and
blood-degradation products were not detectable. None of the
patients had a leptomeningeal dissemination. Follow-up scans
3.5months after the initial imaging were available in 1 patient
(Online Supplemental Data) and showed a 3-fold tumor volume inc-
rease accompanied by a reduction in the T2WI and FLAIR signals.
The patient did not receive any treatment between the first and sec-
ondMR imaging.

Clinical Characteristics
Clinical and treatment characteristics are shown in the Online
Supplemental Data. The median age at diagnosis was 9.9 years
(range, 4.2–21.8 years) with a female predominance of 2:1. The pri-
mary diagnosis was anaplastic glioma in 4 (oligodendroglioma, n ¼
3; oligoastrocytoma, n¼ 1), as well as CNS primitive neuroectoder-
mal tumor (CNS PNET) and CNS neuroblastoma in 2 patients
each, respectively. One patient was initially diagnosed with dysem-
bryoplastic neuroepithelial tumor (DNET).

Information about the clinical presentation was available for 6
of 9 patients. Compatible with the tumor site, the most common
presenting symptoms were seizures (mainly complex-partial;
n¼ 5), while double vision and nausea were reported in 1 patient
each.

Treatment Response, Status of Remission, and Survival
Initial complete resection was achieved in 4 patients (Online
Supplemental Data). The remaining 5 patients underwent a partial
or subtotal resection. In one of these, a complete surgical remis-
sion was achieved by a second surgery. Postoperative nonsurgical

treatment was guided by the primary histopathologic diagnosis.
Only 1 patient (patient 6 with mesial temporal DNET) was treated
by surgery (complete resection) alone. All patients with the pri-
mary diagnosis of anaplastic glioma (n ¼ 4) underwent local irra-
diation; in 3 of these, temozolomide was administered with
concomitant radiation therapy, followed by temozolomide main-
tenance therapy for 12–18months. In 1 patient (patient 4), a
watch-and-wait strategy was pursued after initial imaging. Three
months later, a second MR imaging showed massive progression,
leading to surgery and adjuvant therapy. Patients with CNS
PNET (n ¼ 2) received craniospinal irradiation with tumor boost
followed by 8 cycles of maintenance chemotherapy in one of
them. One patient with CNS neuroblastoma was also treated with
craniospinal irradiation, tumor boost, and maintenance therapy.
In the second patient with the initial diagnosis of CNS neuroblas-
toma, an individualized chemotherapy was administered fol-
lowed by local irradiation.

With a median follow-up of 61months (range, 10–154 months),
6 patients were alive in the first continuous complete remission.
Two patients were alive with stable residual lesions 10 and 21
months after the initial diagnosis, respectively. The only progression
occurred in 1 patient (patient 2) who developed a single metastatic
lesion in the right posterior horn of the lateral ventricle following
the initial partial resection and local irradiation. After complete
re-resection, she received various chemotherapies and was lost to
follow-up with progressive disease. The overall and event-free sur-
vival rates at 5 years were 100% and 86613%, respectively.

DISCUSSION
In recent years, there has been an effort to describe imaging fea-
tures in histopathologically and molecularly defined CNS tumor
entities. Ideally, a pathognomonic spectrum of imaging charac-
teristics would allow the number of potential differential diagno-
ses to be narrowed down on the basis of the neuroradiologic
appearance of a tumor. However, previous reports have shown
that in general, imaging characteristics, even within a particular
tumor subtype, are quite heterogeneous and overlap with various
CNS tumor entities.9-13 Although special criteria exist in child-
hood brain tumors, the rarity of most brain tumor subtypes ham-
pers the ability to identify unique imaging features and to
conduct a reliable statistical analysis. In addition, the availability
of standardized, centrally reviewed MR images is limited and is
possible only in the context of clinical trials.

The aim of the present analysis was to describe neuroradio-
logic features with corresponding clinical characteristics in
patients with DGONC, a recently and molecularly defined CNS
tumor entity.5,14 Despite their distinct DNA methylation profile,
DGONCs display a spectrum of histologic differentiation that
varies from well-differentiated tumors with a low mitotic index to
undifferentiated cases with brisk mitotic activity. This variability
reflects that of the original diagnosis, which ranged from DNET
to anaplastic oligodendroglioma and CNS-PNET/neuroblastoma.
Still, 7 of the 9 patients in our series had highly similar radiologic
characteristics that were distinct from the features expected on
the basis of the original diagnoses. In 2 of these 7 patients with
cellular, undifferentiated tumors (original diagnosis of CNS neu-
roblastoma in patient 1 and CNS PNET in patient 9), this
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characteristic aspect was particularly remarkable because such
tumors would generally have neuroradiologic signs of high cellu-
larity with a low T2WI signal, at least a partly restricted diffusion,
an inhomogeneous bandlike or nodular contrast enhancement,
extensive necroses, and hemorrhage.

In our cohort, all tumors were located in the frontal and/or
temporal lobes in a superficial position, involving the cortical and
subcortical white matter. This observation is in accordance with
all cases of DGONC reported to date being supratentorial.5,14,15

Tumor margins were sharp with little mass effect and hyperin-
tense on T2- and FLAIR-weighted sequences, as also described
by Pickles et al.15 Most tumors showed a characteristic homoge-
neous ground-glass-like aspect on the T2WI and FLAIR images.
They displayed characteristics of low-grade tumors without re-
stricted diffusion, the adjacent arteries were surrounded by the
tumor without signs of compression, and all tumors near the
bone demonstrated bone remodeling, suggesting a clinical behav-
ior similar to that of low-grade glioneuronal tumors, as originally
proposed by Deng et al.14

Contrast enhancement was seen in only 3 patients, all with an
intermediate intensity. One of these patients had the characteristic
appearance with a discrete, diffuse contrast enhancement. In 2 of
the 9 patients (patients 3 and 8) with the original diagnosis of a
World Health Organization grade IV CNS neuroblastoma and
CNS PNET, respectively, the radiomorphologic appearance dif-
fered from this characteristic aspect, showing a bandlike structure
both on the T2WI and contrast-enhanced images. Although the
experience in CNS neuroblastoma is still limited, a large size, nod-
ular aspect, severe edema, and contrast enhancement are radio-
morphologic features that have been described in these tumors.16

Former PNET, according to the World Health Organization 2007
classification, would demonstrate aggressive behavior with re-
stricted diffusion, necroses, and hemorrhage. This appearance con-
trasts with both the regular bandlike aspect of the tumors in these
2 patients, without restricted diffusion or signs of aggressiveness,
and the imaging features regarded as characteristic of DGONC in
the present study, though PNETs like the DGONCs we describe
here appear clearly delineated and mostly without any perifocal
edema and little-or-no contrast enhancement.

In 2 patients with relatively small, temporomesial tumors, T2WI
signals were elevated but lower compared with the larger tumors.
Whether the intensity of the T2WI signal correlates with the tumor
size (ie, getting brighter while growing) remains to be explored.

One noteworthy point is that restricted diffusion, usually a
sign of high cellularity, was observed in only 1 case (patient 4) in
our series and contrasted with the high T2WI signal, typically
indicating low cellularity, in this case. This patient developed a 3-
fold tumor growth when a watch-and-wait strategy was applied.
Further experience is needed to explore whether restricted diffu-
sion in this case is a sign of higher aggressiveness compared with
the 8 other cases. Here, the T2WI and FLAIR signals became
darker in the follow-up MR imaging examination, though no
treatment was administered. Regarding the MR imaging aspect,
this finding can be explained by a higher cellularity, which has to
be proved in additional patients with DGONC. The histomor-
phologic diagnosis of DNET is associated with radiomorphologic
signs of extremely low cellularity with a very bright signal on

T2WI and ADC, as well as a multicystic structure, which also
contrasts with the images in our case series. Larger tumors
showed a more pronounced inhomogeneity with a centrally
lower T2WI signal. On the basis of the diffuse distribution, this
phenomenon is highly suggestive of diffuse calcifications.

Most patients in our series had the histopathologic diagnosis of
anaplastic oligodendroglioma. Here, we would expect a high level
of congruence with DGONC because these are typically well-
delineated, cortically-based tumors. However, signs of clumped
calcifications, as described by Pickles et al,15 or hemorrhage were
not detectable in our cases. Whether the orientation toward the
skull base is another distinct feature suggestive of DGONC needs
to be evaluated in future research.

CONCLUSIONS
Most DGONCs (7 of 9) in our series had uniform, characteristic
MR imaging features despite a spectrum of histologic differentiation
that ranged from well-differentiated to undifferentiated tumors,
emphasizing the definition of DGONC as a separate entity from a
clinical perspective. These radiomorphologic characteristics clearly
differ from the typical MR imaging aspect of the original histomor-
phologic diagnoses, become increasingly obvious in larger tumors,
and are highly predictive of a DGONC. Typical features include the
superficial, supratentorial localization with an orientation toward
the skull base, as well as involvement of the cortex and white matter,
causing only the displacement of the deep gray matter with little-
to-no perifocal edema. DGONCs are sharply delineated from the
adjacent tissue with little mass effect for their size and display a rela-
tively homogeneous structure that masks the underlying tissue with
a bright-to-intermediate T2WI signal, which we call the ground
glass-like aspect. In a suprasellar localization, they engulf the arteries
of the circle of Willis without any sign of compression or infiltra-
tion. Adjacent to bone, they induce bone remodeling.

These aspects resemble low-grade tumors and suggest an inter-
mediate aggressiveness, which is also reflected by the better survival
rates compared with those reported for highly malignant CNS
tumors. The clinical course ranged from continuous complete
remission after total resection to metastatic tumor recurrence with
subsequent treatment-refractory progressive disease. Still, no patient
died in our series, and disease control was attained in almost 90%
of patients following resection with and without adjuvant radio-/
chemotherapy. Complete resection may be favorable for long-term
disease control in patients with DGONC. Of note, restricted diffu-
sion was found in only 1 patient, though all other criteria of the
characteristic DGONC aspect were present. Additional cases have
to be analyzed to gain more insight into the relationship between
the MR imaging morphology and histologic and molecular diagno-
ses, as well as into clinical features in patients with DGONC, with
the aim of explaining apparent discrepancies in this respect.

Disclosure forms provided by the authors are available with the full text and
PDF of this article at www.ajnr.org.
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